Classical & Flamenco Guitar

Sunday, September 21, 2008
Jones Theater
Westcliffe Center for the Performing Arts
I have no typical set, nor do I have a pre-arranged program order before I begin a performance. Instead, I respond to the interest, emotion, and reactions of the audience.

Pieces I particularly love and am most likely to perform for you include:

**Austurias**  
Isaac Albeniz  
...frenetic playing that represents the pinnacle of Spanish technique

**Recuerdos de la Alhambra**  
Francisco Tarrega  
...perhaps the most evocative piece in the repertoire.

**Granada**  
Isaac Albeniz  
...brings the listener into the sun-drenched peace of an afternoon in southern Spain

**Capricho Arabe**  
Francisco Tarrega  
...fantasy journey into the beauty and tragedy of the culture of Moorish Spain

**Farruca Ronda**  
Cardinalli  
...a flamenco dance rhythm that speaks of the possibilities of the night

**Bulerias**  
(Traditional)  
...both stirring and hypnotic, the bulerias is often thought to capture the essence of Flamenco

**Rosa Mystica**  
Cardinalli  
...from sinuous to frenzied, this piece is pure belly-dance material

**Aranjuez**  
Joaquin Rodrigo  
...the theme from her favorite concerto - this is the tragic cry that sounds across Spanish culture

**Besame Mucho**  
(Traditional)  
...the ultimate torch song of seduction

Enjoy an art exhibit by the Westcliffe Art Guild in Studio Two. You are invited to meet AnnaMaria at a reception following the concert.
Passion for her culture and passion for educating herself and others about its richness and beauty define AnnaMaria’s life. This intensity of dedication has led AnnaMaria into possession of a truly unique combination of accomplishments and youth.

AnnaMaria identifies herself first as a musician. As a classical and flamenco guitarist, her style speaks of her proud heritage as an eighteenth-generation Santa Fean, a link to the world’s best-preserved enclave of Spanish colonial culture. As a singer, her voice reveals all the warmth of her Mediterranean ancestry. Her talent has brought her concert and recital engagements worldwide, but pursuing this goal took her on a most unusual and remarkable path.

At thirteen, AnnaMaria completed high school in order to begin a professional career with the guitar. She recorded her first album at fifteen and began her own label, Musica Mundial Productions. The success of that first album both launched her career and brought national recognition of her entrepreneurial creativity.

When AnnaMaria’s first CD was featured on QVC, it met with astounding sales, but more importantly, the exposure introduced AnnaMaria to an audience much wider than her native Santa Fe. It was at that point that her national and international performance schedule truly began to soar. Some of the appearances she is most proud of were a recital at the Kennedy Center, performances for the Prince of Spain and numerous concerts with full orchestra of her favorite work, Rodrigo’s profoundly moving Concierto de Aranjuez. Many albums have since been produced by AnnaMaria on Musica Mundial Productions and other labels.

Success with the guitar however, was not AnnaMaria’s only musical goal. With the same determination, AnnaMaria began to develop her voice as an equally important instrument. Perhaps early experiences at the Santa Fe Opera or her half-Sicilian genes instilled her deep love of opera, and her vocal performances, whether accompanied by anything from her own guitar to full orchestra, have met with the greatest response.

All of this represented dreams realized, but AnnaMaria possessed a profound sense of responsibility to continue her education, especially as it related to the culture and music she so loved. While maintaining her performance schedule, consistently producing successful recordings and running Musica Mundial, AnnaMaria completed her BA summa cum laude at St. Mary’s College of California at age eighteen. At twenty, she completed her MA at St. John’s College in Santa Fe. These Philosophy/Theology-oriented Liberal Arts degrees were a step toward her real research interest.

Before the age of 25, AnnaMaria completed her doctoral dissertation at the University of Notre Dame. Her Ph.D. was awarded in Theology with an emphasis in Latino Studies. The topic of her dissertation, however, reflected a lifetime of interdisciplinary study. AnnaMaria carefully researched the early roots of today’s Spanish flamenco as they are preserved in the liturgical tradition of the New Mexican Penitentes—a society whose worship presents a time-capsule of medieval Spanish spirituality.

Her research yielded surprising revelations about a historically unique time and place where Islam, Judaism and Christianity flourished in community. Her work speaks both of the tragedy of the destruction of this delicately beautiful balance and the triumph of its continued survival in the arts. Surprisingly enough, AnnaMaria’s interest in her culture’s ancient roots revealed a message of cooperation of terribly timely relevance to today’s troubled world.
IN CONCERT: *Classical Music in the Valley* was formed in 2003 to support and promote classical music in the Wet Mountain Valley. The mission of the group is to provide cultural and educational opportunities for residents of the area by presenting an annual series of live classical music performances and youth workshops. IN CONCERT is a non-profit 501(c)3 organization. Contributions are tax deductible.

JOIN US FOR THE REMAINING CONCERTS

Kantorei *a cappella Choir* 4:00 October 26, 2008
Colorado Chamber Players *Harp, Cello & Viola* 2:00 April 26, 2009

Thanks

The following sponsors helped bring classical music to the valley during the previous season. Sponsors for the 2008-2009 season will be listed in the next three programs.

PLATINUM

Jim & Gayle Bradburn
Wet Mountain Valley Community Foundation

GOLD

Colorado Mountain Bank
Letter Drop Inn Restaurant
Mattie Burtt Realty
Nags Head West

Anonymous
Vic & Jacke Barnes
Dan Epperson & Ruth Steele
Fred & Margaret Karsten

Cliff Lanes/Ranchers' Roost Cafe
Tchoupitoulas Refuge
Wet Mountain Tribune

David & Linda Niemeyer
Robert & Virginia Powers
Bob & Carley Stone
Walter & Els van Woudenberg

SILVER

All Aboard Westcliffe
Don & Phyllis Bishop
Dwight & Sue Brothers
Bill & Sherry Ditman
William & Mary Ellen Fowler
Louis Kravitz
Charles & Mary Ellen LeSage

Gary & Gwyn Miller
Phil & Pat Ramer
Robyn Turner
Tim Walsh, MBA
Michael & Dianne Whalen
Dana Wyrick

DONORS

Charles & Lavonne Bullard
Bill Gillette
Dave & Jody Heppe

Alan Hirsch
John & Eileen Pappas
Westcliffe Inn

Ticket Outlets - Candy's Coffee & Arterburn Fine Art and Graphics
10% discount at Ranchers Roost, High Country Inn, and High Plains Mexican Cafe for meals on the day of the concert with presentation of ticket.